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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to describe the new methods for analyzing knee articular
cartilage degeneration. The most important aspects regarding research about magnetic
resonance imaging, knee joint anatomy, stages of knee osteoarthritis, medical image
segmentation and relaxation times calculation. This paper proposes new methods for relaxation
times calculation and medical image segmentation. The experimental part describes the most
important aspect regarding analysing of articular cartilage relaxation times changing. This part
contains experimental results, which show the codependence between relaxation times and
organic structure. These experimental results and proposed methods can be helpful for early
osteoarthritis diagnostics.

1. Introduction
The analysis of knee articular cartilage degeneration by magnetic resonance imaging data is very
important due to decreasing human physical activity and increasing number of people with
osteoarthritis(OA) [5]. Every tenth American adult has OA, this causes economic losses. Therefore,
timely OA diagnosis is very significant. While the patient is still in the first stage of their OA, it is
possible to completely the disease. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most effective
noninvasive technique for analyzing and displaying articular cartilage damage. Thus, this paper
describes new methods for knee cartilage early osteoarthritis diagnostic by magnetic resonance
imaging data.
2. Problem statement
An early osteoarthritis diagnosis is very important because it gives us the possibility to completely
cure osteoarthritis. The knee articular cartilage changes are recoverable at the early stage of the OA.
Unfortunately, doctors can’t see OA at an early stage of the disease, this makes early diagnosis of OA
even more important. Another important problem is cartilage segmentation [6-9]. By solving the
problem of cartilage segmentation, we will be able to solve cartilage degeneration analysation
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problem. The cartilage degeneration analysation is useful for automatic cartilage degeneration
analysation. This paper will discuss the following problems: OA early stage displaying, cartilage
segmentation, cartilage degeneration analysation. In the paper, various different methods are proposed
for solving these problems.
3. Proposed approach
Osteoarthritis has 5 grades (figure 1) [12, 13]. Doctors are unable to see the first grade of the OA using
simple grayscale MRI images. But the knee articular cartilage changes are recoverable at the first
grade of the OA. So, OA first grade displaying is a very important problem.

Figure 1. Outerbridge classification.
The first grade of OA has the following features: increase in the proton density and increase in
relaxation times [10], where proton density – is number of hydrogen resonating proton per unit volume
and T1/T2 relaxation times – is the recovery times of the protons spin magnetization after RF
exposure. Thus, this paper describes methods for relaxation times calculation using one MRI image,
two MRI images and multiple MRI images. The result of calculation (relaxation times) is shown by
colorful images. This colorful image is useful for displaying relaxation time changes. Image pixel
colors (eg. we can use Hue Saturation Value color system) are displayed according to calculated
relaxation times.
After relaxation time calculation it is important to make cartilage segmentation. If cartilage
segmentation has been done successfully, you will be able to make a cartilage analyzation by
relaxation time. In the experimental part has been used interactive segmentation method. For cartilage
analysing we can use the dispersional analysis method and histogram analysis method. Common
flowchart is shown in figure (figure 2).
Simple MRI image pixels value is dependent on MRI signal (S). But the MRI signal is dependent
on relaxation times T2, T1 as well as proton density  [2]. We can change relaxation times and proton
density influence on MRI signal. The dependence between signals and relaxation times for SE (SpinEcho signal sequence) is shown in follow equation (1) [2]:

S  M 0 * (1  exp(

 TR
 TE
)) * (exp(
))
T1
T2

(1)

where: M0 - initial magnetization or start state, TR – Time to Repeat, TE – Echo Time, T1 –
relaxation time, T2 – relaxation time, S – MRI signal.
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Figure 2. Common flowchart.
The initial magnetization(M0) is foremost depending on proton density and magnetic field power
(B0) measured in tesla(T). This is shown in equation (2). Usually is using MRI with 1 T, 1.5 T and 3 T.

M 0 ~  * B0

(2)

where:  - proton density, B0 - magnetic field power.
Manipulate with TR and TE parameters we can change relaxation times and proton density
influence on MRI signal. In the manipulation result with these parameters we can get three types MRI
images: T1 weighted, T2 weighted and proton density (PD) image (table 1) [1]. According to MRI
image type PD/T1/T2 the MRI signal foremost is depending on proton density, relaxation time(T1)
relaxation time(T2) [11].
Table 1.TR and TE parameters for SE sequence.
Sequence

SE

MRI
image
type
T1
PD
T2

Parameters
TR

Parameters
TE

600 ms
1000 ms
2000 ms

10-30 ms
10-30 ms
80-250 ms

Usually a doctor gets from MRI DICOM images. Each DICOM image pixels contain intense value
which is proportional to MRI signal (S). Assume that MRI signal is approximately equal with DICOM
image pixel containing intense value (SI). This is shown in follow equal: SI  S .
When we get MRI images we know only MRI images pixels values (SI) and images parameters TE
and TR. But we want to know T2 and T1 relaxation times.
3.1. Relaxation time calculation by one MRI image
This method “relaxation time calculation by one MRI image” is very useful for doctors, because of
doctors that usually use only one MRI image which shows only one slice. This method is very
efficient because the time it takes to get an MRI image decreases. One MRI image is easier to obtain
than multiple ones. If we use this method, we'll be able to save MRI working time and reduce RF
(radio frequency) influence on patient health.
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But this method has some disadvantages, as it doesn't bear in mind some parameters which
influence on pixels intense value (SI). As a result T1 and T2 relaxation time calculation is very
approximate. That method is useful for T1 and T2 changes displaying.
For T2 and T1 times calculation is assumed that proton density (  ) is constant and magnetic field
power ( B0 ) is constant. If assumed that density (  ) is constant and magnetic field power ( B0 ) is
constant, than initial magnetization (M0) is constant.
If we want calculate T2 relaxation time, than we must use T2 weighted MRI image. When we use
T2 weighted MRI image we can don’t consider the second part of equation (1): (1 – exp(-TR/T1)).
So, now we have the follow equation (3):
T2 

 TE
 SI
ln 
 SI MAX

(3)




SI MAX  M 0
where
.
Now we can calculate T2. For T1 calculation we can use the same method.
3.2. Relaxation time calculation by two MRI images
For relaxation time calculation we can use two MRI images [4]. When we have use two MRI images,
than we have more information and we can calculate T1/T2 relaxation time more precise than in the
previous method. For T1 calculating it possible use the follow equation (4):
T1 

 TR1
 SI  SI1 

ln  2
 SI1 

(4)

where: TR1 - Time to Repeat of first image, SI1 - intense value of first image, SI2 – intense value of
second image, TR2 = 2*TR1 and TE1 = TE2. There is a proof (5) of equation (4): -TR1 / T1 are denoted
by letter ( a )
 TE
 TE
)  M 0 * (1  exp( a)) * exp(
)
T2
T2 
 TE
(5)
M 0 * (1  exp( a)) * exp(
)
T2
(1  exp( 2a))  (1  exp( a))  exp( a) * exp( a)  exp( a ) exp( a ) * (1  exp( a ))
 TR1



 exp(
)
(1  exp( a ))
(1  exp( a))
(1  exp( a))
T1
SI 2  SI1

SI1

M 0 * (1  exp( 2a)) * exp(

3.3. Relaxation time calculation by many MRI images
For relaxation time calculation we can use many MRI images [3]. This method gets possibility
modulate relaxation process. Usually when we use this method we have 7 or 8 images, which show
one slice. These images have different TE parameters (when we want calculate T2), and TR
parameters (when we want calculate T1). So, for each MRI images pixel we have 7 or 8 intense
values, which show signal intense in different times. This gives us the possibility approximate
relaxation process. The approximation we can make for two parameters: initial magnetization (M0)
and relaxation time (T2). For approximation task solving can use least square method and partial
derivatives. This we can see from the following formula (6):
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n

S ( P1, P 2)   (SI i  P1* exp(
i 1

 TEi 2
))  min
P2

TEi
TEi
n
 S
P2
 2 (e
* ( SI i  P1* e P 2 ))  0

 P1
i 1

TEi
TEi
n
 S   2 * P1* (e P 2 * ( SI  P1* e P 2 ) * TE )  0

i
i
 P 2
P2 2
i 1

(6)

where: P1 - initial magnetization (M0), P2 - relaxation time (T2).
3.4. Cartilage segmentation
The cartilage segmentation is useful procedure for cartilage analyzing. The cartilage segmentation aim
is detect cartilage pixels. When we work with MRI images we have a lot of segmentation problems:
different images planes, many MRI parameters, which strongly change MRI signal, different
sequence, artifacts, patient movement and noise. Therefore, in the experiments has been used
interactive segmentation method, which is universal and give possibility use different MRI images.
Interactive method can make different organic structure segmentation. For this method developing
was taken two other methods clusterization segmentation and region growing segmentation. These
methods symbiosis give very good result.
3.5. Cartilage analysing
After successful cartilage segmentation is possible make cartilage analyzing. For cartilage analyzing
we can use dispersional analysis and histogram analysis.
4. Experimental Results
In this experimental part is shown that proposed method allow detect OA grade and find cartilage
pathogen zone.
A doctor can’t see the first grade of the OA due to he use simple grayscale MRI images. But the
knee articular cartilage changes are recoverable at the first grade of the OA. So, OA first grade
displaying is very important. In figure 5 is shown that proposed methods allow calculate and
displaying relaxation times changes which is marked by red color. These results show that thanks to
proposed methods a doctor can see cartilage pathogen zone and make OA early diagnostic.

Figure 5. OA early stage detection.
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Figure 6. Healthy cartilage.

Figure 7. OA first grade.

In the figures 6 is shown healthy histogram cartilage. In the figures 7 is shown fist grade of OA.
Each histogram has unique form. Therefore, the OA grades can be detected by histograms unique
forms. Each OA grades have unique histograms forms.
The experimental results is shown that patient with damaged cartilage has grater disperse than
patient with healthy cartilage. In figure 8 we can see six patients. The sixth patient hasn’t problems,
because of this patient disperse is the smallest.

Figure 8. The healthy patient has smallest dispersion. P1…P6 - patient number.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, methods are proposed, which allow to make an early osteoarthritis diagnostic. Proposed
methods consist of three parts: relaxation time calculation, cartilage segmentation, cartilage analysing.
The most commonly is used many MRI images (7 or 8 images) for relaxation time calculation [2,
14]. Proposed relaxation time calculations methods are universal, that allow calculating relaxation
time by any MRI images count. It is very useful for old MRI, which can’t get many MRI images in the
same moment. “Relaxation time calculation by one MRI image” method is very effective, because the
time of MRI imaging is decreasing. One MRI image we can get faster than many images. If we use
this method, will be able to save MRI working time and reduce RF (radio frequency) influence on
patient health. When we have use more MRI images, than we have more information and we can
calculate T1/T2 relaxation time more precise. “Relaxation time calculation by many MRI images”
method gets possibilities modulate relaxation process. All these methods allow calculate T2/T1
relaxation times. After it is important to show relaxation time changes by colorful images, that allow
displaying relaxation times changes. Experimental results show that thanks to proposed methods a
doctor can see cartilage pathogen zone and make OA early diagnostic.
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